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Abstract. Scalable 6D pose estimation for rigid objects from RGB images aims at handling multiple objects and generalizing to novel objects.
Building on a well-known auto-encoding framework to cope with object
symmetry and the lack of labeled training data, we achieve scalability by
disentangling the latent representation of auto-encoder into shape and
pose sub-spaces. The latent shape space models the similarity of different objects through contrastive metric learning, and the latent pose
code is compared with canonical rotations for rotation retrieval. Because
different object symmetries induce inconsistent latent pose spaces, we reentangle the shape representation with canonical rotations to generate
shape-dependent pose codebooks for rotation retrieval. We show stateof-the-art performance on two benchmarks containing textureless CAD
objects without category and daily objects with categories respectively,
and further demonstrate improved scalability by extending to a more
challenging setting of daily objects across categories.
Keywords: 6D pose estimation, scalability, disentanglement, symmetry
ambiguity, re-entanglement, sim-to-real
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Introduction

Estimating the 6D pose of objects from a single RGB image is fundamental
in fields like robotics and scene understanding. While efficient learning-based
methods have been developed [47,59,29], a common assumption with many of
these works is that a specialized network is trained for each object, which makes
it expensive to process multiple objects by switching and streaming to respective
networks, and renders it impossible to handle novel objects without re-training.
Recent works improve the capability of a single network for processing multiple objects through different ways. For example, a series of works [56,53,7] perform category-level pose estimation, by learning to map input pixels (and point
Work partially done during internships of Y. Wen and X. Li with Microsoft Research
Asia. Code and data are available at: https://github.com/fylwen/DISP-6D.
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Fig. 1: Disentanglement for pose estimation. Images of objects are mapped
to latent representations for object shape and pose, respectively. Due to different
object symmetries, query pose codes must refer to object-specific pose codebooks
(symmetries marked by code color) for rotation retrieval, which are generated
by re-entangling canonical rotations with object shapes.

clouds) to corresponding points of a canonically aligned object, and computing
pose registration based on the correspondences. However, these works assume
that the space of canonically aligned objects for a given category is sufficiently
regular to learn with neural networks, which does not hold for different objects
across categories. Moreover, the point-wise correspondences are ambiguous under object symmetries, which may hinder the performance of these methods.
On the other hand, Multipath-AAE [48] builds on the auto-encoding framework
[49,50] to learn pose embeddings for different objects, by using a specific decoder
for each object. Therefore Multipath-AAE is not restricted by the categorical
shape alignment regularity, yet the network complexity becomes prohibitive as
the number of training objects gets large. In addition, the single latent representation encoding mixed information of diverse objects under different poses may
not be sufficiently accurate for pose estimation.
We present DISP6D − an approach to train a single network that processes
more objects simultaneously (Fig. 2). As we build on the auto-encoding framework [50], objects do not need category labels and the symmetry ambiguity is
automatically handled. Meanwhile, we extend [50] by disentangling object shape
and pose in the latent representation; therefore we avoid per-object decoders and
reduce the network training complexity significantly. The disentanglement allows
the latent pose code of an arbitrary object to be compared with a pose codebook
indexed by canonical rotations for retrieval of the object rotation (see Figs. 1, 2),
where the learned latent poses are more accurate for RGB-based pose estimation
than codes mixing shape and pose information.
Learning such a disentangled representation faces a critical challenge: the
different symmetries of objects do not admit one pose codebook applicable to all
objects. To understand this difficulty, consider that the cup in Fig. 1 has distinctive codes for representing the left and right views, but the rotational symmetry
of the bottle demands an identical code for the two views. This exemplifies the
frequent infeasibility of disentangling an input image into independent latent
factors by a neural network [3], the factors being shape and pose in our case.
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Fig. 2: Network structures in the training (left) and testing stage (right) for
different settings. If testing objects have available 3D models (or not), we train
an RGB decoder only (or plus a depth decoder) (left). During test stage, object
rotation is purely RGB-based estimation by retrieving from the codebook C P ,
which is constructed by encoding the given object views (top right), or by shape
code conditioned generation (bottom right). Translation is computed by pinhole
camera (top right) or by depth comparison (bottom right).

To solve this dependent disentanglement problem, we model the shape-pose
dependency by introducing a module that re-entangles the shape and rotation
and generates an object-conditioned pose codebook respecting the object symmetry, against which the query latent pose code is compared for pose retrieval.
In addition, to facilitate generalization to novel objects, we take advantage of
the decoupled latent shape space and apply contrastive metric learning, which
encourages objects with similar geometry to have similar shape codes. By training the system with diverse shapes, novel objects can be robustly processed by
referring to similar training objects with proximate latent shape codes.
We evaluate our approach by training on synthetic data only and testing on
real data. Our approach allows for evaluations of two different settings proposed
by previous works, i.e., the textureless CAD objects without category labels proposed by [48] and the daily objects with specified categories by [56], on which we
compare favorably than state-of-the-art methods that similarly work with RGB
images for rotation estimation. In addition, we extend to a more challenging
setting of daily objects without leveraging the category information by mixing
the objects from [56], on which our approach preserves competitive performance.
These results demonstrate the improved scalability of our method. Finally, extensive ablation studies confirm the effectiveness of disentangled shape and pose
learning and other design choices.

2

Related Works

6D Pose Estimation There is a massive literature on instance-level pose estimation from RGB(D) images (see [33] for a survey). These works can be
roughly classified into three streams, i.e., by direct pose regression [59,29,2],
by registering 2D and 3D points [4,47,51,44,42,22,34], and by template retrieval
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[21,49,50,61,57]. For instance-level pose estimation, learning-based methods train
a specialized network for each testing object.
Wang et al. [56] propose a shared 3D shape space (NOCS) for all instances
from the same category, where the objects are pre-aligned and normalized into
a common coordinate system. Variations among the instances in the NOCS
space are expected to be smooth and predictable, to make the NOCS mapping
learnable when trained on large scale categorical datasets like ShapeNet [5]. For
pose estimation, the pixels of a detected object are mapped to 3D points in
the NOCS space, which are registered with the input depth image to find the
6D rigid transformation along with scaling. Grabner et al. [15] use a similar
canonical object coordinate representation for category level 3D model retrieval.
Subsequent works improve the categorical pipeline by modeling the shape
differences inside a category adaptively, with many of them fusing depth with
RGB input for more accurate translation and scale estimation [11,53,6,7,9,35].
Specifically, within the RGB-input domain, Chen et al. [11] propose an analysisby-synthesis approach to minimize the difference between the input image and
a 2D object view synthesized by neural rendering, by gradient descent on both
shape and pose variables. All these category-level approaches train different network branches for each category to learn and utilize the intra-category shape
consistency.
In comparison, our scalable approach can accommodate categories of different symmetries with a common network path that learns the inter- and intracategorical features adaptively (Fig. 1). Similarly, StarMap [63] and PoseContrast [60] work on the cross-category setting for estimating only the 3D rotation;
however, they do not address object symmetries. LatentFusion [41] does not
assume categorical objects either, but requires multiple view images for neural
reconstruction before pose estimation.
Multipath-AAE [48] works under a different assumption: the novel test objects share little shape consistency with training objects but have 3D models
available, which is practical for industrial manufacturing settings. MultipathAAE extends the augmented auto-encoder approach [50] by sharing an encoder
to learn the latent pose embedding and assigning to each object a separate decoder, which bypasses the large shape differences across objects and enables
auto-encoding. The shared encoder therefore learns pose-aware features that
generalize to different objects. This setting is followed by Pitteri et al. [45] who
use learned local surface embedding for pose estimation, and Nguyen et al. [39]
who improve robustness by modeling occlusion. Compared with [48], our disentanglement of shape and pose allows the auto-encoding without multi-path
decoders for different objects, thus making the framework more scalable. However, the disentanglement into independent factors is challenging to learn and
we propose re-entanglement to generate shape conditioned pose codebook for
feasible learning.
Disentangled Representation Learning Disentangled representations are a
key objective for interpretable and generalizable learning [1,36]. Previous works
encourage disentangled representation learning by unsupervised learning [19,10].
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Recently, focus has been given to the conditions under which learned representations can be disentangled [37,18,30], with the finding that quite frequently the
direct mapping to disentangled independent factors is unattainable for neural
networks [3]. Our discussion on scalable 6D pose estimation exemplifies the situation: the disentanglement of object shape and pose as independent factors is
prevented by different object symmetries. We provide a solution to the disentanglement problem by re-entangling the independent factors so that a neural
network mapping can be learned.

3

Method

As shown in Fig. 2, our overall framework is an auto-encoder that learns to encode an RGB image of the observed object to its latent shape code and objectdependent pose code separately, where the latent pose code is compared with
a codebook of implicit rotation representations for fast pose estimation. Therefore, our approach obtains the object rotation purely from RGB input; depth
input and reconstruction are optionally used only to remove translation/scale
ambiguity when the object size is unknown (Sec. 4).
3.1

Disentangled Shape and Pose Learning

Given the input RGB image Io,p ∈ R3×H×W for an object o under pose p ∈
SE(3), the encoder E maps Io,p to a low-dimensional latent code E(Io,p ) =
(z o , z p ) ∈ R2d with d ≪ H×W , where z o , z p ∈ Rd encode the implicit shape
and pose representations, respectively.
The decoder Drgb tries to recover the input image from latent codes. Since we
expect z o and z p to encode the overall object appearance and the view-specific
appearance respectively, we borrow ideas from generative models [13,27,28] and
use the AdaIN modulation [26] in the decoder to condition the per-view reconstruction on the object code; the detailed decoder structure can be found in the
supplementary document. Moreover, we have tested by switching the roles of z o
and z p for the decoder and found degraded performance (see supplemental).
Since we use only synthetic data for training, to narrow the domain gap
between synthetic and real data, we follow [48,49] and adopt data augmentations
that randomly change the color and scaling of an input image I to obtain the
augmented image Ī, and aim to recover the canonical image I by auto-encoding.
The loss function of the auto-encoding task therefore is
 \label {eq:loss_recon} L_{recon}=\sum _{o,p}||\vb {I}_{o,p}-D^{rgb}(E(\bar {\vb {I}}_{o,p}))||^2. 

(1)

Note that our design accommodates different objects by sharing the same pair
of encoder-decoder E and Drgb , and hence is different from [48] that assigns to
each object an individual decoder and previous instance-level approaches that
train a specialized network for each object.
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Contrastive Metric Learning for Object Shapes

The key to the generalization of pose estimation to a novel object is to exploit
its similarity with the training objects, so that its generated pose codebook
(Sec. 3.3) can capture its symmetry by referring to that of similar training objects. To learn such similarity relationships, we build a metric space for the shape
codes of training objects by contrastive metric learning [58,40,16,8].
Denote the training object set as O = {oi }i∈[NO ] , where NO is the number
of training objects. Similar to [58], to learn the contrastive metric among shape
codes, we establish a shape embedding C O ∈ RNO ×d containing codes {ci ∈
Rd }i∈[NO ] , each corresponding to a training object. We then define the proximity
of ci to z o in the form of probability distribution as
  \Pr (\vb *{c}_i|\vb *{z}_o)=\frac {\exp (\vu *{c}_i \cdot \vu *{z}_o/\tau )}{\sum _{j=1}^{N} \exp (\vu *{c}_j\cdot \vu *{z}_o/\tau )} \label {eq:oprior1} 

(2)

where τ = 0.07 is a temperature parameter controlling the sharpness of the
a
distribution, and â = ∥a∥
denotes normalized unit-length vectors.
The target distribution given o is simply a one-hot vector wo ∈ {0, 1}NO ,
with woi = 1 if o = oi and the rest entries being zero. The contrastive metric
loss for learning the shape space is then defined as
 \label {eq:loss_shape} L_{shape}=-\sum _{o,p}{\sum _{i=1}^{N_O}{ \vb *{w}^o_i \log {\Pr (\vb *{c}_i|\vb *{z}_o)}}}. 

(3)

To minimize the above loss, while z o is updated by the SGD solver during each
training step, we update the shape embedding C O by the exponential moving
average (EMA) with decay rate ds , thus making co a smoothed history of zo .
Details of the EMA update can be found in the supplementary document.
3.3

Re-entanglement of Shape and Pose

The pose code z p is compared with a codebook of sampled canonical orientations to retrieve the object rotation (Figs. 1, 2). As noted in Fig. 1, different
object symmetries demand object-specific pose codebooks. To generate such a
conditioned pose codebook, we propose a distributed representation of rotations
and a transformation that entangles rotations with shape code in a generalizable
way.
Rotational Position Encoding We need to distinguish between different rotations in a canonical pose representation. Inspired by the positional encoding in
sequence models [55], we have adopted the 4D hyper spherical harmonics (HSH)
rotation encoding. The HSH is a set of orthogonal basis functions on the 4D hypersphere that mimic the sine/cosine wave functions for positional encoding in
sequence models: it is a distributed vector representation that can extend to high
dimensions (d = 128 in our case), has a multi-spectrum structure that encodes
both high frequency and low frequency variations of rotations, and has periodic
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structures with fixed linear transformations for relative rotations [62,43]. Denotm
ing the HSH function as Znl
(β, θ, ϕ), with β ∈ [0, 2π], θ ∈ [0, π], ϕ ∈ [0, 2π]
as the in-plane rotation, zenith and azimuth angles respectively and l, m, n as
polynomial degrees, we obtain the 128-dim vector encoding hp by ranging over
n ∈ [0, · · · , 6] with 0 ≤ l ≤ n, 0 ≤ m ≤ l. Details of the construction can be
found in the supplemental document.
Conditioned Pose Code Generation We design a conditional block B to
entangle the object code z o with the rotational position encoding hp of rotation
p and output a pose code z o,p = B(z o , hp ) comparable with z p (Fig. 2).
Entanglement is a recurring topic in machine learning, with implementation techniques like parameter generation [46,54,13] that boil down to a tensor
product structure [52,38]. Therefore, we introduce a 3rd-order learnable tensor
W ∈ Rd×d×d and apply the following two-step transformation B to obtain the
entangled pose code:
  \vb *{z}'_{o,p} = \vb {W}\left ({FC}(sg(\vb *{z}_o)), {FC}(\vb *{h}_p)\right ), \quad \vb *{z}_{o,p} = \texttt {FFN}(\vb *{z}'_{o,p}), \label {eq:bt}

(4)

where F C(sg(z o )), F C(hp ) ∈ Rd are the pre-processing of z o and hp , sg(·) is to
stop gradient back-propagation as the shape code z o is a pre-condition not to
be updated by pose learning (see Sec. 5.5, Tab. 2 for an ablation), and W(·, ·)
denotes the tensor contraction along its first two orders. A feed-forward residual
block FFN is followed to generate the final pose code z o,p .
To synchronize the pose representation computed via the conditional block
with that learned by the encoder, we minimize the cosine distance between z o,p
and z p during training:
 \label {eq:loss_pose} L_{pose} = -\sum _{o, p}{\vu *{z}_{o,p}\cdot \vu *{z}_p}. 

(5)

In summary, our total training loss combines the reconstruction loss (Eq. (1)),
the contrastive loss for shape space (Eq. (3)) and the synchronization loss between pose representations from B and E (Eq. (5)), with weights λ1 , λ2 :
  L=L_{recon}+\lambda _1 L_{shape}+\lambda _2 L_{pose}. 

4

Inference under Different Settings

In the test stage, we estimate rotation purely from RGB input, which takes
three steps (Fig. 2, right): Given the query image crop I bounding the object
of interest, we first obtain its latent shape and pose codes as (z o , z p ) = E(I),
then build a pose embedding C P ∈RNP ×d with each row cq ∈Rd corresponding
to the rotation q from a set of NP canonical rotations R⊂SO(3), and finally
retrieve the estimated pose as q ∗ = arg maxq∈R ẑ p · ĉq . Translation (and scale)
is estimated subsequently, which may use depth data to remove scale ambiguity.
Previous works on scalable pose estimation towards novel objects have assumed two different application scenarios as discussed below, on which our framework can be flexibly adapted and achieve state-of-the-art performances. We also
present an extended setting to better explore the scalability of our approach.
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Setting I: Novel Objects in a Given Category A series of works [56,11,53]
assume that the novel testing objects are from a specific category but have no 3D
models available. Therefore, for pose retrieval we compute C P = {B(z o , hq )}q∈R
from the sampled canonical rotations R and the shape code z o .
As the testing objects have no specific sizes in this setting, to remove the
2D-3D scale ambiguity and estimate translation and scale properly, we require
the input depth map and compare it with a decoded canonical depth map.
The estimation of translation and scale involves a simple outlier point removal
process and mean depth comparison for translation estimation and bounding
box comparison for scale estimation; for details please refer to the supplemental
document. As shown in Fig. 2, the depth decoder Ddepth is simply an additional
branch parallel to the RGB decoder, supervised to reconstruct a canonical depth
map Mo,p ∈ R1×H×W for the rotated object at a fixed distance away from the
camera. The reconstruction loss in Eq. (1) is updated to be:

  L_{recon}=\sum _{o,p}{||\vb {I}_{o,p} - D^{rgb}(E(\bar {\vb {I}}_{o,p}))||^2 + ||\vb {M}_{o,p} - D^{depth}(E(\bar {\vb {I}}_{o,p}))||^2 } \label {eq:recon_wdepth} 

(6)

Comparison in Sec. 5.2 shows our improved rotation accuracy and robustness to
object symmetries.
Setting II: Novel Objects with 3D Models Multipath-AAE [48] works with
a set of CAD objects with drastic geometric differences and no specific category
consistency. However, the 3D models of novel testing objects are accessible, as
is common in applications like industrial manufacturing [48,45].
In this setting, we follow previous auto-encoding frameworks [48,50] to construct an offline pose codebook with the CAD model. Specifically, we first render
images Iq of the given object under the reference orientations q and then obtain
C P = {z q }q∈R , with z q the pose code part of E(Iq ). Given the physical size
and camera intrinsics, translation is obtained purely from RGB input with the
pinhole camera model. The decoder Drgb is not used during the test stage. As
shown in Sec. 5.4, our disentangled auto-encoder learns highly discriminative
pose encoding that performs even better than per-object trained auto-encoders,
and generalizes well to novel objects with largely different shapes.
Setting III (Extension): Novel Objects across Categories without 3D
Models We further challenge our method on an extension of setting I by combining objects of all categories in [56] into one set. Without referring to predefined
category labels in training and testing, the task has never been addressed before
in previous works[56,11,53]. As shown in Sec. 5.3, our disentangled auto-encoder
enables a straightforward extension to this cross-category setting with marginal
performance degrading compared to setting I, which demonstrates the scalability
of our approach.
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NOCS Chen et al. Ours- Ours[56]
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rotation est.
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×

×
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Fig. 3: Scope of compared methods on settings I and III (left), and qualitative
cases of Ours-per (right). All methods use query depth for translation estimation.

5
5.1

Experiments
Setup

We resize the input images to H×W = 128×128, use a latent code dimension d =
128, and set ds = 0.9995 for the EMA decay, λ1 = 0.004, λ2 = 0.002 for balancing
the loss terms. We use the Adam optimizer [31] with default parameters and a
learning rate of 0.0002, and train 50k iterations for settings I, II, and 150k
iterations for setting III, with a batch size of 64 to convergence. Detailed network
structure and training data preparation are in the supplementary document.
5.2

Setting I: Novel Objects in a Given Category

Dataset and Metrics The benchmark of [56] has two parts, i.e., CAMERA
containing synthetic data and REAL275 containing real data, that span 6 categories of objects (bottle, bowl, camera, can, laptop, mug) situated in daily indoor
scenes. Furthermore, the objects in a category have diverse scales, and due to
the inherent 2D-3D scale ambiguity, the estimation of translation plus scaling is
only possible when additional cues like depth are given.
We use the synthetic CAMERA dataset with 1085 objects for training and
evaluate on the real test set of REAL275, and follow [11] to report the average
precision (AP) at different thresholds of rotation and translation errors. Note
that while [11] uses input depth for improved translation estimation, it assumes
a fixed scale and thus does not address scale estimation. Nevertheless, for completeness we report our scale estimation result by measuring 3D IoU precision
in the supplemental document.
Baselines The most relevant baseline is [11], as both methods train on synthetic
data only and test on real data, and estimate rotation based on RGB input only
and use depth only for translation estimation. Another baseline is the earlier [56],
which however trains on both real and synthetic data and relies on input depth
for rotation estimation. All three methods use the same 2D detection backbone
Mask-RCNN adopted from [56]. We summarize the differences in scopes of three
methods in Fig. 3(left) where our method in this setting is denoted Ours-per,
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Fig. 4: Comparison on REAL275 of average precision (ranging from 0 to 1)
at different rotation error (left, ranging from 0 to 60◦ ) or translation error (right,
ranging from 0 to 15cm) thresholds. We report Ours-per of setting I per-category
level and Ours-all of setting III combining all 6 categories.

and defer an empirical discussion of more category-level methods taking RGB-D
input for rotation estimation [6,53,35,7] to the supplemental.
Pose Codebook 5K reference rotations are obtained by K-means clustering on
the CAMERA training set rotations. Generating a pose codebook from 5K HSH
codes takes 0.04s on a GTX 1080 GPU and can be batched for more objects.
Results As shown in Fig. 4, compared with Chen et al.[11], our rotation estimation has increased AP with a significant margin when the error threshold is
below 40◦ ; meanwhile, both methods have comparable performances on translation estimation. Compared with NOCS[56], our margin is even more significant
throughout the range of 10◦ to 45◦ for rotation estimation. Qualitative results
are visualized in Fig. 3. Among the different categories, we perform better in
the classes of bottle, can and mug, which have strong partial symmetries and
our method handles robustly. However, the camera category poses difficulty to
our method; the main reason is that subtle textures are needed to distinguish
vastly different poses, e.g., the front and back of a camera are quite similar for
flat lens, but there are few objects out of the totally 74 objects in training set to
cover such texture diversities. In comparison, both [11] and [56] use optimization
to search for rotation and are more resilient to severe train/test disparities. For
scale estimation, our 3D IoU accuracy is comparable to [56] (see supplemental).
5.3

Setting III (Extension): Novel Objects across Categories
without 3D Models

We further challenge our method on the extended setting that combines all 6
categories of the NOCS benchmark into one set, without referring to category labels in training and testing; the trained network is denoted Ours-all. As we learn
a metric shape space without the need for category labels (Sec. 3.2), we expect
our method to extend to this cross-category setting without much difficulty.
As shown in Fig. 4, for rotation estimation, Ours-all achieves improved results than Chen et al.[11] for error thresholds < 28◦ , and NOCS [56] for error
thresholds in 10◦ ∼ 40◦ , even though [11,56] train per-category network modules to exploit the intra-category consistency. Meanwhile, the lower performance
compared with Ours-per can be attributed to the confusion of shape-conditioned
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pose learning introduced by the increased cross-category shape variances, as for
example under certain views a mug with an occluded handle looks quite similar to a can or bowl, but they are forced to generate pose codes with different
symmetries. Qualitative cases are given in the supplemental.
Although none of the previous works [11,56] are designed to address this setting, for a better understanding of the challenge, we adapt and retrain NOCS [56]
by using a single head for all categories (i.e., NOCS-all ); without per-category
correspondence consistency, we find that NOCS-all performs poorly especially
for rotation estimation. We also retrain PoseContrast [60] under our setting,
which is the state-of-the-art for cross-category rotation estimation. Results show
that [60] does not handle objects with different symmetries as well as we do.
Details are given in the supplemental.
5.4

Setting II: Novel Objects with 3D Models

Dataset and Metrics Following [48], we evaluate on T-LESS [23] which contains 30 textureless industrial parts with very different shapes and symmetries
(see the supplementary for a visualization). Accuracy is measured by the recall
rate of visible surface discrepancy metric eV SD < 0.3 [24] at distance tolerance
20mm, among test instances with visible portion >10%.
Baselines We compare with Multipath-AAE[48], Pitteri et al. [45], and Nguyen
et al. [39]. All these methods share the same setting by training jointly on only
the first 18 objects and testing on all 30 objects, using CAD models from TLESS.
Pose Codebook We follow [49,50,48] to build for each test object an offline
pose codebook with 92232 reference rotations, that is formed by combining 36
in-plane rotations and 2562 equidistant spherical views sampled via [20].
Results We first report in Tab. 1(a) the accuracy for all test instances with
2D GT bounding boxes. We outperform Multipath-AAE [48] by 4% on average
for the novel objects (i.e., Obj 19-30) and 5% for the trained objects (i.e.,
Obj 1-18), although Multipath-AAE [48] assigns separate decoders for the 18
training objects and optionally uses the GT mask to eliminate background noise
for better performances. We also outperform the concurrent work by Nyugen et
al. [39]. For a more complete evaluation, we further compare with [49,50] which
train for each of the 30 objects a specific auto-encoder, and find our result still
outperforms it by 3% on the 18 training objects of ours. These results show
that our disentanglement learning improves the auto-encoder framework and
generalizes to objects with different shapes and symmetries (see Sec. 5.5, Fig. 6
for detailed analysis).
We then report in Tab. 1(b) the evaluation under the full 2D detection and
pose estimation pipeline, by adopting Mask-RCNN [17] from [32] as the 2D
detector and following the single object single instance protocol [24]. Our result
improves over that of the comparing methods by a significant margin of around
12%. Our qualitative cases are in Fig. 5 and the per-object recall rates are given
in the supplementary.
Instance-Level Estimation Although we focus on scalable pose estimation for
novel test objects, it is possible to apply our framework to an instance-level task
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Table 1: Comparison on T-LESS. Reported are the average recall rates with
eV SD < 0.3. All methods were trained with only the first 18 objects, except
AAE[49,50] which trains individual networks for each of the 30 objects.
(a) w/ 2D GT bboxes, † for using GT mask

(b) w/ MaskRCNN [17] detection.

Ave. on
Obj 1-18 Obj 19-30 Obj 1-30
AAE[49,50]
62.57
66.63
64.19
Multipath-AAE[48]
51.75
52.49
52.04
Multipath-AAE[48]† 60.75
59.89
60.41
Nguyen et al.[39]
59.62
57.75
58.87
Ours
66.14
64.42
65.45

Ave. on
Obj 1-30
Multipath-AAE[48] 23.51
Pitteri et al. [45]
23.27
Ours
35.36

Fig. 5: Qualitative results on T-LESS of setting II. We denote our estimations
in blue (trained objects) and red (unseen objects), and GT poses in green.

where all test objects are given for training. We provide such a limit case study
in the supplementary, and compare with more instance-level pose estimation
methods on the BOP leader board [49,50,42,34,32,22]. Our approach provides
fast yet accurate pose estimations that can be further improved by refinement.
5.5

Ablation Study

Shape Conditioned Pose Code Generation We first discuss the necessity to
generate shape-dependent pose codes. To this end, we separate shape codes from
pose codebook generation by replacing the 3rd-order tensor W in Eq. (4) with
a multi-layer perceptron MLP that takes only the HSH encoding as input, i.e.
MLP(F C(hp )). The MLP has four layers of width [1024, 1024, 1024, 128] and thus
more trainable weights than W. The average precision on setting III reported
in Tab. 2 (2nd, 6th rows) shows that the performance significantly drops when
the shape code is separated from pose code generation, indicating the difficulty
of learning independent latent representations of shape and pose.
To further visualize the effectiveness of pose code generation, given an object
P
o, we inspect two sets of latent pose representations: CE
= {z p }p∈R generated
P
by the encoder E and CB = {z o,p }p∈R by the conditioned block B. R has 8020
rotations from a combination of 20 in-plane rotations and 401 quasi-equidistant
views sampled via [14]. Ideally, the two sets of latent codes should coincide with
each other, so that they can be compared for effective rotation estimation.
We show in Fig. 6 for two T-LESS training objects: the box-like Obj-6 and the
cylinder-like Obj-17, where with our entanglement of shape and pose informaP
P
tion, CB
well synchronize with CE
for objects with different degrees of symmetry,
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Table 2: Ablation tests on the design of shape conditioned pose code generation
and contrastive learning for object shape. Reported are mAP at different rotation
error thresholds (in degrees) for mixed categories of REAL275 (setting III).
Design of B
w/ Lshape
MLP(F C(hp ))
✓
MLP(F C(sg(z o )), F C(hp ))
✓
W (F C(z o ), F C(hp ))
✓
W (F C(sg(z o )), F C(hp ))
×
W (F C(sg(z o )), F C(hp ))
✓

(a) w/o shape condition

AP5
4.7
7.5
6.6
2.8
9.1

AP10
15.7
27.3
26.6
15.2
30.9

AP15
28.9
47.8
47.8
33.6
50.7

AP20
36.9
61.8
62.0
48.9
64.4

AP30
47.0
74.9
76.6
67.6
75.3

AP60
72.4
84.3
87.5
81.3
84.3

(b) w/ shape condition

P
P
Fig. 6: Top three PCA projections of pose codes CE
and CB
from
encoder E and condition block B for two T-LESS objects. Point colors
(blue→green→red) encode rotations as viewpoints change from north pole to
south pole. The shape conditioned pose codes well capture the symmetries and
synchronize with encoder outputs (b), but unconditioned pose codes fail (a).

P
P
though for Obj-6 a global rotation of the PCA projections between CB
and CE
exists due to the nearly isotropic distribution of latent codes. On the contrary,
when the shape code is isolated from generating the pose codebook, it becomes
P
P
for different objects. Such contrast
to follow the pattern of CE
difficult for CB
demonstrates the necessity of our entanglement. We further discuss in the supplementary for objects with texture solving the rotational ambiguity, where our
pose codes can well capture the textural difference.
We then move on to validate the design of combining pose and shape. An intuitive idea is to simply concatenate the shape and pose rotational encoding and
process by an MLP, i.e. MLP(F C(sg(z o )), F C(hp )), with MLP having four layers
of width [1024, 1024, 1024, 128]. The comparison in Tab. 2 (3rd, 6th rows) shows
that the 3rd-order tensor outperforms MLP, thus verifying our design choice.
Finally, we validate the necessity to treat z o as a pre-condition for pose code
generation, by allowing gradients to be backpropagated through the conditioned
pose code generation module to z o instead. Tab. 2, 4th and 6th rows, show
that pre-conditioning by stop gradient sg(z o ) performs better for rotation error
thresholds ≤20◦ , demonstrating its recognition of subtle pose differences.
Contrastive Metric Learning for Object Shapes The mAP in Tab. 2
(5th, 6th rows) demonstrates our gain from the contrastive metric learning of
the shape space, where with the shape loss Lshape the generalization to unseen
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Fig. 7: t-SNE embedding of shape codes z o for training images of six CAMERA categories (left) and four T-LESS objects (right). With contrastive metric
learning the shape spaces show better regularity w.r.t. shape similarities.

objects is significantly improved. We also visualize the shape codes z o with tSNE in Fig. 7, for training samples from the CAMERA objects and 4 T-LESS
objects. With shape space metric learning, we observe much better intra-category
clustering and inter-category separation on CAMERA, though the network is
unaware of category labels in this setting (setting III). For the T-LESS objects,
the introduction of Lshape not only well separates the box-like objects (Obj5,6) from the cylinder-like objects (Obj-17,18), but also recognizes the detailed
geometric differences between Obj-5 and Obj-6; in comparison, the shape codes
for different objects are mixed together without shape space metric learning.

6

Conclusion

We have presented a simple yet scalable approach for 6D pose estimation that
generalizes to novel objects unseen during training. Building on an auto-encoding
framework that handles object symmetry robustly, we achieve scalability by disentangling the latent code into shape and pose representations, where the shape
representation forms a metric space by contrastive learning to accommodate
novel objects, and the pose code is compared with canonical rotations for pose
estimation. As disentanglement into independent shape and pose spaces is fundamentally difficult due to different object symmetries, we re-entangle shape
code with pose codebook generation to avoid the issue. We obtain state-of-theart results on two established settings when training with synthetic data only,
and extend to a cross-category setting to further demonstrate scalability.
Limitation and Future Work We mainly focus on learning for rotation estimation from a single RGB image, while the translation estimation can be further
improved by fully exploiting the input depth with neural networks, as discussed
in [53,35]. Extending to multiview input for improved robustness under severe
occlusion and inaccurate 2D detection is also a promising direction.
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